
Hive records – guidance notes

A natural beekeeper rarely opens a hive, relying mainly on
watching bee behaviour. But I often found I'd not recorded
something crucial when I looked back at my own records. I
created these checklists to help myself remember what to
look for, and to build up a consistent set of records I could
keep in a ring binder.

With the addition of a few explanatory notes, these become a
way of teaching new beekeepers what kind of things to keep
an eye out for. The forms will give you a systematic record of
each hive's history and health, allowing you to spot and
eventually predict patterns of behaviour.

The key form is the Hive Entrance Observation Report. You will passively watch the bees much 
more often than you open the hive. Print out plenty of those forms.

No need to fill in all of the boxes, the lists are just to remind you of things you may observe.

A particular word on stings and reactions – this could be useful to review if your reaction to 
stings increases with time. Stings in fleshy areas like the arm or torso tend to hurt less. Record 
location, how big the swelling got, how long it took to fade away. It is very important   to record 
any reaction which occurs in a different part of the body to where the sting occurred, such as 
itching, headache, lightheadedness, vomiting, swelling which could be anaphylaxis – in which case 
consult your doctor for advice.

General advice when opening a hive
Opening the hive should be a relatively rare event. It upsets the colony's atmospheric pheromone 
balance, chills the brood and the bees begin to associate humans with a threat. The longer a hive is 
open the more stressed the bees become, so again, don't feel you have to fill in all the boxes.

If you can take high resolution photos, particularly of brood comb, when you open a hive these are 
an invaluable learning tool to review later. Try to include a piece of paper or something in the photo 
describing the date and which hive this is. Another useful record keeping technique is to record your
voice (with your mobile phone) as a commentary as you go through the hives, this frees up your 
hands and you can fill in the form later.

Preparation:
 Do an external observation first.
 Don't open a hive if it is windy or rain is coming – the bees will be very edgy.
 Cover ankles (tuck trousers into wellies) and wrists, these really hurt if stung. Wellies also 

prevent bees climbing up the inside of your trousers!
 Checklist of items to prepare: Protective clothing, antihistamine tablets, camera, smoker &

lighter, hive tool, Warre / Top Bar knife, duct tape, sharp knife, bee brush / feather, container
for excess bits of comb. Items specific to today's task such as spare top bars, jig to support 
comb for photographing, honey bucket etc. You may also want: Epipen, inspection mirror, 
string, spray of dilute peppermint oil to mask stings' smell...
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Example of apiary overview form

Beekeeper: [Name]
Climate: UK Midlands – temperate climate, extremes are very rare, modest rain.
Forage: Dominant crop is oilseed rape, also plenty of trees and village gardens.
Neighbourhood: Inland rural village
Other local bees: Approx 8 other hives and 2 known feral colonies within 1 mile. A visiting bee 
farmer reckoned there was forage for 20 hives.

 Back garden apiary (3 hives)

[Address]

Currently, hives 1 and 3 are empty

Three Warré hives along back fence, entrances 
face SW
A sketch is useful, for example -

Photos are optional but may help remote 
diagnosis if asking for help

2. Out-apiary (1 hive)

[Address]

Single horizontal Top Bar Hive, 3 feet long

Entrance faces SE

(A National belonging to another beekeeper is 
nearby)

Tray under hive kept topped up for water source
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Example of general info about each hive and colony
The intention is to help another beekeeper or an inspector grasp the situation rapidly if you are asking them 
for advice.

Apiary: Allotments Hive: One

Hive description

Photos could be 
sketches

Horizontal Top Bar Hive, 3 feet long

 

Observation window.
Walls increased to 20mm thickness for improved insulation.
Extra thick top bars.
Base and varroa mesh floor drop / swing down for cleaning /
access / varroa monitoring.
Security fixing in side wall.

Comb 
configuration

Sketch the layout, particularly comb orientation and entrance position

Colony history Genetics and origin, health, swarming history etc. For example:

Small very dark bees (see picture) of mongrel local stock.
Originally colonised April 2015 with a very small fist sized
swarm from hive 1 in my back garden apiary which at that time
dropped 5 mites / day (semi varroa resistant). The mother hive
swarmed again and died (queen failure). The mother colony was
never treated and was itself originally a big swarm from Helen
in Oxford in June 2014 – she does not treat her colonies so this
colony and its predecessors have not been treated for at least 4 years.
Exceptionally good natured and busy.
I have never replaced the queen. It is not a huge colony.
I have never seen signs of disease.

Notable nearby 
things

E.g: traffic / vibration, smells, crops, on top of exposed hill, badgers, pond

Water sources on site. Nearby shed and trees reduce wind. Allotments nearby grow a variety of 
vegetables, some flowers and there are prolific trees and weeds. Hive looks down into a shallow
valley used for pasture (grass) and some crops (typically OSR, field beans).

Plans for this 
year

May need to repaint & reseal roof ths year
Change bars to ones with V shaped edge at base to sort out misaligned comb
Check varroa drop count – is it still resistant
Good colony, if it swarms use it to recolonise empty Warre
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Example of hive entrance observation record
Apiary: Back garden Hive: 2

Things you might observe Example

Date 8.7.2015

Time of day Most workers are out of the hive by late morning (thus, the
best time to open a hive)

1 PM

Weather  temperature, cloud cover, humidity, rain etc. Bees get 
particularly anxious when a storm is on the way.

Sunny, calm, warm, dry

Nearby 
external 
events

E.g: vibration / traffic, smells (grass cutting, paint), crop 
spraying, sweaty humans, beekeeper's medication (can 
alter your scent).

Neighbouring hives 1+3 suspiciously quiet – 
few bees (later realised, Q failures)

Pests wasps (visible, and leave decapitated bodies at entrance); 
anything odd in nearby wasp traps? Robbing; ants; 
woodpecker (holes in hive walls). Rarely: hornets (I've 
never seen one), toads; badgers; human activity. 
Dismembered bodies indicate a shrew. 

None (but wasps probing weak hives 1 & 3 and
some in nearby traps)

The bees themselves

Bee 
temperament
and entrance 
behaviour

Rate temper eg calm, agitated, “hot”.
Audible: loud buzzing (poss. queenlessness, ventilation probs); 
queen piping or quacking.
Visible: Carrying in pollen usually indicates a health colony; its 
colour can identify its source. Fighting, crowding (enlarge 
entrance), bearding (increase ventilation), fanning, drone exclusion.
Bobbing up and down near the entrance = young bees on 
orientation flights.

Happy, thriving, ignored me. 30 bees 
on porch at any one time. Wasps 
keeping well clear!
Orange (dahlia?) and olive green 
(OSR) pollen.

Other 
entrance 
observations

Visible: flying patterns; excessive dead bees or any lethargic ones 
below entrance (starvation, pesticide poisoning, disease); stone 
brood; suspiciously many (small) drones ( = drone laying queen or 
workers); yellow spots on hive (dysentry); dead larvae being 
thrown out (damaged by disease or pests); entrance blocked by 
snow. NB condensation at entrance is healthy! Smells: honey = 
storage overflowing, add boxes; yeast = dysentry; bad smell could 
be foul brood... or chalk brood mummies or other debris fermenting
on the floor due to rain ingress.

A bumblebee entered the hive! Neither 
it nor the guard bees seemed to think 
this odd!
Only one drone seen at entrance – not 
many this year.

Occasional further checks

Odd stuff on 
base board

Some hives have an easily inspectable slide-out base board and the 
debris on this can be informative. Normally you will see bands of wax 
cappings matching the position of the combs above, with most of the 
debris being under the brood. You may also see: wax moth larvae (large
white grubs); condensation; the wax bands are brown (old comb); 
white crystals (sugar – bees thirsty – need 1:1 liquid feed). Photo 
anything unfamiliar for future analysis.

Couple of varroa. Wax cappings 
concentrated in bands near 
entrance.

Varroa count How many mites have fallen onto the base board. For a meaningful 
result it must be sticky. I use a sheet of paper under the brood area, 
covered in vaseline, for 3 days. If you are a treatment free beekeeper, 
the value of this is questionable (the bees survive, or they don't).

[In April 2015 measured just one in 
5 days]

Seen through
observation 
windows

(Not all hives have windows.) Bees moving extremely rapidly are 
robbers! You may also see clustering in winter, quen cells, capped cells 
full of honey.

2 boxes full of bees, and saw a few 
drones. Lots of honey in top box. 
Empty box for expansion below.

Heft hive 
(weight)

if a hive is very light the bees could be starving and need feeding. Reassuringly heavy

Followup

What I 
learnt

This colony is doing well. Crushing nearby 
catmint puts this hive on high alert

Future 
actions req'd

Weed near hive, fit mouse guard, check YouTube 
videos of how to merge colonies...

Remove catmint near hive

Stings Number, location, reactions None
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Example of hive internal inspection record
Apiary: Back garden Hive: 1
First, complete “external observations record” before filling in this.

Things you might observe Example

Date 25.7.2015

Time of day Noon

Purpose of 
intervention

Never open a hive unless you have a clear reason 
to, although this may simply be “no reason to 
suspect anything awry, but have not inspected for a 
month and need to improve my skills”. That's 
perfectly valid.

Demonstrating how to inspect a Warre to 
another beekeeper. Chose this hive as an 
example of what a healthy one looks like 
(hopefully!)

Stores how many combs hold honey (does hive need 
feeding). Is there a shortage of pollen (normally 
stored in modest quantities in arc above brood).

Top box has reasonable weight (4 combs 
honey). Middle section also has some weight.

Manipulations 
performed

increasing free space in brood area to avoid 
crowding and premature swarming; correcting 
misaligned comb; splits...

Reduced entrance slightly vs wasps
Added box below (“nadiring”) to give room for 
expansion

Brood pattern solid patches or arcs of brood of the same age 
indicate a healthy queen. Spotty patterns indicate 
marginal fertility or possibly disease. Photos useful.

Solid patches of capped workers and drones
Healthy arcs of different ages

Brood visible
- Eggs
- Larvae
- Capped workers
- Capped drones
- No. brood combs

How many combs of brood? If capped brood are 
present you know the queen was laying 16 days 
ago. If uncapped larvae are present she was laying 
in the last 8 days. And if eggs are present, she was 
OK 3 days ago. Personally, my eyes can't make out 
eggs, so I rely on photos which I study later.

Eggs – not seen
Larvae – Yes, plenty
Capped workers – Yes, many
Capped drones – Yes, on 2 combs
6 combs have brood  on them

Brood 
abnormalities, 
signs of disease

Discoloured or sunken capped cells, foul smells, 
larvse rotting / liquidising in their cells, yellow 
droppings inside hive. Deformed adults may be due
to chilled brood.

Not seen

Queen(s) Did you see the queen? Y/N. Also worth recording: 
colour of body, number of queens(!), any marking 
on her, where found in the hive, behaviour.

Not seen

Adults Are numbers exceptionally low / high? What 
fraction are drones? Wing damage = sign of 
excessive varroa; lethargy = starvation - or 
paralysis, virus.

Fairly numerous, busy and happy
Almost no drones (out flying?)
No signs of disease

Queen cells Lots of QC's at lower edges of comb = swarming.  
A few QC's more likely = supercedure, especially if
in middle or edges of comb. 

No

Pests Wax moth (“cobwebs” across comb), beetles, wing 
damage (implies varroa). The roofspace can host 
harmless earwigs, bumblebees and solitary bees. 
Wasp nests in a hive or roofspace are a problem!

Wasps at entrance but mainly probing weaker 
neigbour hive

Feeding (kg sugar)  Record how many kilograms of sugar you fed, not 
litres of syrup (as syrup varies in concentration)

 -

Medications / 
treatments

eg shook swarm, sugar dusting (this is a major 
section for conventional beeks)

 -

Honey harvested (this is a major section for conventional beeks) 2 combs from top box for teaching purposes

Miscellaneous 
internal 
observations

e.g. “hive has swarmed”, “very clean floor” (can 
imply a hygienic colony), “lots of propolis”, “comb
not aligned to bars”. If colony has died, take photos
and record everything to help diagnose and learn.

This colony has built a curtain of wax+propolis 
to reduce the entrance. Its neighbours in 
identical hives have not.

What I learnt This colony swarmed 9 weeks ago but evidently
the new queen is laying OK. The brood break 
may have helped keep varroa numbers down.
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